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Editorial
Welcome to the first ever issue of History Bytez Magazine, written by lovers of history for
lovers of history. Although written by academics and educators, it isn’t our intent to produce
an academic journal. We want to make this magazine accessible to anyone with an interest in
any period of history.
I’d like to start by letting you know a little about us. Rod and I (Maxx) are the founders of the
History Bytez website (www.historybytez.com) and now the magazine.
Rod is from a teaching background having taught history at high school in the NSW secondary
education system, and I taught ancient history at university for 7 years. The two of us are
therefore both from a teaching background and have shared our love of history with students
for many years. There are a number of other educators who will be starting to contribute to
History Bytez in the next few months and we will introduce them as they come on board.
After spending some time building the website we decided to keep material that is timedependent on the site, so news stories and ‘on this day’ stories will appear on the website.
Longer, more detailed articles will now appear in the magazine rather than on the site. We
hope that having the two channels will give us the opportunity to share our love of history
with as many of you as possible.
As we develop and grow the magazine we are planning on what items should become regular
features in the magazine, and we are very interested in hearing about what you want to see,
so please send us feedback and tell us which aspects of the magazine you are enjoying most
or give us suggestions of the sorts of things you would like to see (historybytez@gmail.com).
Our plan is to bring history to as a wide an audience as possible. As such, we are making the
electronic copy of this magazine free and are planning to keep it free, and our approach is to
only support the costs associated with development and production through advertising so,
any potential advertisers please contact us at historybytez@gmail.com, and readers please
support us by supporting those who advertise in the magazine.
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we hope you enjoy the magazine as much as we enjoy bringing it to you.
Please tell anyone you think might be interested where they can subscribe to get their free copy rather
than passing yours along as it helps us to see how many people are looking at our work.

Maxx

Ways that you can help History Bytez

Like us on Facebook
Follow us on G+
Follow us on Twitter
Follow our daily stories at www.historybytez.com
or
Subscribe to our RSS feed
Purchase books (or anything) through our affliate links which take you to reputable dealers like Amazon.
This costs you no extra but means that History Bytez will receive a small commission for bringing a
customer to the merchant which will help us to continue to bring you a free magazine.
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This is your chance
to reach your target
audience globally

Your advertisement
could be here
In a free e-zine with unlimited
distribution potential

At the same time you’ll be giving back to your
potential customers by keeping this magazine free for
its readers.
Contact us at: historybytez@gmail.com
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Linothorax Armour
Dr Michael ‘Maxx’ Schmitz

Many historians will argue that the quality
of Greek armour in comparison to that of
the Persians was a significant contributing
factor in the Greek defeat of their enemy
during the Persian Wars. The armour
predominantly used by the Greeks during
these wars was the Linothorax, a laminated
linen armour. The focus in this article will be
on the Greeks and their armour, however
the use of the Linothorax was actually far
more widespread across the Mediterranean
and Near Eastern peoples. We know that
the Pompeian mosaic of Alexander the
Great depicts him wearing a Linothorax.
Strabo the Greek, philosopher, geographer
and

historian

tells

us

that

Spanish

warriors wore Linothorax armour, as did
the Chalybes in northeastern Asia Minor
according to Xenophon. Herodotos tells us
that Assyrians and Phoenician sailors used
the Linothorax, and Livy even mentions the
Samnites employing this type of armour.
This article will examine this type of
Opposite: Hoplite donning a Linothorax, illustrating
the stiff nature of the armour. Note particularly the
way the shoulder protection stands up on end.
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Map of Linothorax distribution around the Mediterraean

armour, explain how it was manufactured,

It is worth pointing out that there were

look at the questions we still have about

minimum equipment requirements for a

the linothorax and discuss the protective

soldier to be able to join a Greek hoplite

values of this linen armour.

phalanx and not all hoplites were equally
well equipped. Although the Linothorax is

There is some debate about when and how

one of the iconic Greek armours (the other

this particular armour was first adopted by

being the bronze muscled cuirass) not all

the Greeks. It is clear that the armour was

hoplites would have been wearing body

adopted around about the same time that

armour. In classical Greece the norm was

hoplite tactics became popular in Greece.

that the individual was expected to provide

The debate really revolves around whether

their own equipment, and as a result

the Hoplite tactics led to the development

differing levels of personal wealth tended

of the armour or whether the armour led

to display a wide variety of equipment. The

to the development of Hoplite tactics .

one exception to this generalisation was

For the purposes of this article the order

of course Sparta, as the Spartans dictated

is fundamentally irrelevant and as such

the equipment used by their hoplites and

I won’t enter into the debate. We know

presented a much more uniform force than

that the tactics relied on heavily armoured

most Greek armies.

soldiers and the use of heavy armour which
restricts speed of movement relies on

In order to function effectively in hoplite

group tactics, either would have been less

phalanx combat the minimum equipment

effective without the other.

needed was a shield and a spear. The shield
was the single most important piece of
-12-

equipment for a Greek hoplite. The shield

likely that any hoplite who could afford

protected not only the man holding it but

it would have worn body armour, and

also the provided some protection for the

considering the relative costs based on

man to his left.

the material used to manufacture them
the Linothorax, being made of linen rather

Evidence indicates that the production

than bronze, would have been significantly

of Hoplite equipment was big business.

cheaper than a muscled cuirass and would

Lysias’ father, owned a shield factory

likely have been very widely used. Even the

which employed the services of 120 full-

most basic panoply of equipment, a shield

time slaves and apparently possessed a

and spear, would cost the equivalent of one

stockpile of approximately 700 shields.

month’s pay. A full panoply which would

The spear was the primary weapon of

have included body armour, a helmet and

the hoplite, and generally favoured over

greaves would have cost at least 3 months’

the sword. This was true most likely for

average wages, making hoplite equipment

two reasons, the first was reach. The

a substantial investment.

spear allowed the hoplite to project an
attack well forward of the shield wall. The

No

examples

second reason would have had to do with

survived in the archaeological record due

affordability. The sword used a lot of iron

to the perishable nature of the armour. The

(or bronze depending on the time period)

perishable nature of the materials has led

in its manufacture, making them far more

to a debate surrounding which materials

costly than a spear. Similarly, even though

used for the creation of the armour. Some

the Linothorax wasn’t a requirement it is

scholars suggest that the Linothorax was

Greek Hoplite Phalanx on the march
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of

the

Linothorax

have

Attaches to the front

Attaches to back

Greek Hoplite

Linothorax
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As with a
armour is
of the two

Front

Back

Inside

all good armour the size should be tailored to the individual that the
intended for. Measure both the abdomen
and chest use the larger
-15numbers and add a little for comfort

Measure from the top of the hip
to the bottom of the armpit

Commonly laces up down the
left side, as this is covered
by the shield in combat.

The argument between leather and linen:
It is far more likely that the armour was
manufactured from either leather or linen.
The argument that had been made for the
use of leather was the readily accessible
nature of the materials used to make it
but we also know that there was also a
plentiful supply of flax in the Mediterranean
world which was (and is) used in the
manufacture of linen. Linen was one of the
main materials used by the ancient Greeks,
Greek clothing was manufactured from
either wool or linen.
The Greeks even liked to make some of
their linen shiny by working oil into it and
Greek women even used linen in their
hair for decoration. Additionally, a number
of ancient sources make it clear that the
Greeks, other Mediterranean and Near
The Vergina Cuirass

Eastern people used armour made of linen.
(Homer 2.830; Plutarch, Alexander 32.8;
Herodotos 7.63 & 7.89; Nepos, Iphicrates

made of leather, as it was a readily available

1.3-4; Strabo 13.1.10 & 3.3.6 to name a

material

few)

and

would

function

as

good

armour. Other scholars have suggested, the
less likely alternative that the armour was

The Linothorax was manufactured using

not manufactured of a readily perishable

principles very similar to modern bulletproof

material at all but was made of metal

armour made of Kevlar. Kevlar works by

which was then covered in leather. The

layering multiple layers of a thin but strong

only evidence for this argument is the, so-

material; similarly, the Linothorax was

called, Vergina cuirass found in the tomb

manufactured by gluing multiple layers of

of Philip II of Macedon. Had the Linothorax

linen together, creating a laminate, to form

been manufactured this way many more

a solid yet still flexible armour. Because of

examples would have been discovered in

the lack of archaeological evidence, modern

the

Additionally,

reproductions have been constructed on

if the Linothorax was manufactured in

the backs of a number of assumptions,

the same manner as the Vergina Cuirass

which are unlikely to be clarified any time

it would not match the flexibility of the

soon.

Linothorax as depicted on contemporary

One

Greek vases which clearly precludes metal

thickness

manufacture.

argues for a thickness of about 10mm,

archaeological

record.
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such

assumption
of

the

concerns

Linothorax.

the

Aldrete

Linothorax wearing Hoplite
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Linothorax clad warrior fighting Amazons

and shows no concern for the number of

collecting flax for the manufacture of linen,

layers of material required to achieve the

the Greeks would have been able to collect

assumed thickness of armour. Conversely,

flax seeds from which to make glue. Also

others argue for a variety of layers, some

the manufacturing process required to

common suggestions are for 10, 15 or 20

make hide glues was known to the Greeks,

layers. Although ideally knowing the exact

and rabbit hide glue has a reputation for

thickness of the linothorax would provide a

strength and flexibility.

better understanding of the capabilities of
the armour.

Effectiveness:

The discussion over which glue type was

Aldrete’s research indicates that thickness

used is another area of uncertainty with

was

three possible glues in the running. The

layers and that a 10mm thick linothorax

glue used to join the layers on linen might

possessed the best combination of flexibility

have been rabbit (hide) glue, flax seed

and protection. Numerous weapons tests

glue or fish glue. The Greeks understood

against functional replicas of the Linothorax

the processes included in the manufacture

have illustrated that the armour provided

of all three types, however the first two

excellent protection against enemy strikes

seem most likely to me due to material

and could even withstand arrows even at

availability. Certainly in the process of

close range. Aldrete’s testing indicates
-18-

more

important

than

number

of

Achilles and Patrokles wearing enhanced Linothorakes

that a 10mm thick Linothorax provides

weighed approximately three times as

approximately the same level of protection

much as an unadorned Linothorax and

as a bronze cuirass 2mm thick, at a much

have been far less flexible than the linen

reduced weight. The thickness of the

armour. The Linothorax would clearly have

average bronze cuirass was between 1 and

been much more comfortable to wear than

2mm.

its bronze equivalent and the flexibility
would have allowed for a much greater

Wearability:

range of movement, as a result making
the hoplite armoured in linen a more

The bronze muscled cuirass would have

effective combatant. Another important
-19-

consideration is the transferral of heat. The

Animal Hide Glue

Mediterranean region is known for its warm
temperatures reaching nearly 30ºC (about
85ºF) in July and August. Bronze, and metal
in general, is an excellent conductor of heat
making the wearing of metal armour in hot
conditions uncomfortable and draining;
conversely, the Linothorax would not have
transferred the heat of the Mediterranean
sun anywhere near as effectively as bronze
armour.
Enhancements:
After

the

layers

for

linen

had

been

glued and the glue had been allowed

Known as taurokolla in Greek and gluten

to dry the Linothorax could be painted

taurinum in Latin, hide glue was commonly

and decorated in a number of ways,

used in the ancient world. It was cheap to

cosmetically individualising the armour.

manufacture and bound wood and fibrous

Additionally, other forms of enhancement

material extremely well, by bonding the fibres

were employed by some warriors (mythical

of the material at a molecular level. In more

and otherwise), and wealthy Greeks were

recent times, rabbit glue has been used in the

known to enhance their armour with the

manufacture of violins, concertina bellows and

addition of thin bronze or iron scales as
pictured above. Of course these would add

‘sizing’ canvas for artworks. Covering canvases

weight but would increase protection and

before applying paint (sizing) is done to stiffen

function as a symbol of wealth and possibly

and tighten the canvas and prevents the paint

status. (Not always the smartest thing to

damaging the fibres of the canvas, these

advertise on the battlefield.)

properties would have been advantageous
when making armour. Another desirable quality,

When considering the expense, weight and

at least in the modern world, is that rabbit glue

discomfort associated with bronze armour

bonding can be reversed through the use of

over the Linothorax, it becomes relatively

heat and hot water, allowing instruments to be

clear that the primary advantage of bronze

disassembled for repairs. Additionally, rabbit

armour over the Linothorax was that it

glue ages well, without shrinkage and doesn’t

functioned as an indicator of wealth and

yield to stress under lateral pressure.

status rather than as a better armour. The
Linothorax was cheaper, lighter, less likely
to get unbearably hot, more flexible and
just as protective.
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Hoplite Frieze depicting enhanced Linothorakes

Support History Bytez

Further Reading
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is both elegantly written and cogently
argued. Above all, it is a new and essential
understanding of one of the greatest and
bloodiest events of the twentieth century.

Winner of the Pritzker Prize for Military
History. A New York Times Notable
Book

Eyewitness to World War II brings you
closer than ever before to the greatest

From one of our finest military historians,

challenge a generation of Americans had

a monumental work that shows us at once

ever faced. The unforgettable story of

the truly global reach of World War II and

World War II is told through the words of

its deeply personal consequences.

those who lived it, both on the battlefield
and the home front, creating a dramatic

For thirty-five years, Max Hastings has
researched and written about different
aspects of the war. Now, for the first time,

stories

of

and

recollections

of

that tells the entire history of the war from
several perspectives. Hundreds of images

SS killers and the citizens of Leningrad—

capture fateful moments of triumph and

Hastings provides a singularly intimate

defeat that defined the era, including rare

portrait of the world at war. Remarkably
wide-ranging,

writings

experience.

at home, present an absorbing narrative

British housewives and Indian peasants;

and

Personal

wartime

diaries of women serving in the military

everyday

people—of soldiers, sailors and airmen;

informed

the

letters composed by soldiers at battle and

history of the entire conflict. Through his
detailed

of

Roosevelt, Hitler, and Patton, as well as

he gives us a magnificent, single-volume
strikingly

tapestry

photographs and artifacts, many never-

Inferno

before-seen from private collections that
-22-

are placed in context with more famous
photographs from the period. More than
20 authoritative National Geographic maps
detail military movements and decisive
battles in the European and Pacific theaters
of

war.

These

incredible,

first-person

stories, amazing moments of heroism,
compelling imagery, and illuminating maps
bring the entire history of World War II to
life in vivid detail.

The Crusades: A History is the definitive
account of a key topic in medieval and
religious history. Jonathan Riley-Smith, a
world authority on the subject, explores the
organisation of a crusade, the experience
of crusading and the crusaders themselves,
producing a textbook that is as accessible
as it is comprehensive.
This exciting new third edition includes:
- Substantial new material on crusade
theory, historiography and translated texts
- An expanded scope that extends the text
to cover the decline of crusading in the

Byzantine Empresses provides a series of

nineteenth century

biographical portraits of the most significant

- Valuable pedagogical features, such as

Byzantine women who ruled or shared the

a revised bibliography, maps, illustrations

throne between 527 and 1204. It presents

and a brand new chronology

and analyses the available historical data
in order to outline what these empresses

This book is essential reading for all students

did, what the sources thought they did,

and scholars seeking to understand the

and what they wanted to do.

Crusades and their significance in world
history.
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he Sahariano

rmoured fighting vehicle design
Rodney Smee

This started as a smaller article that focused
only on the Sahariano, but as more information
was gathered it has developed a life of its own.
It is now a broader discussion which places the
Sahariano in context and looks at the economic,
political and administrative problems that had an
overwhelmingly negative effect on Italian AFV’s
(Armoured Fighting Vehicles) up to and including
Italy’s participation as an Axis power in WWII. The
Sahariano is still a major part of this article, and
we will look at the design, the major inspirations
(Soviet BT-5, British Crusader) and its ultimate
failure to materialise in a timely manner to
contribute to the Italian war effort.
Italian Armoured Fighting Vehicles
The development and use of Italian armoured
forces was hampered from the start by a number
of

significant

drawbacks.

Perhaps

the

most

important of these drawbacks was an ongoing

Opposite: The Carro Armato M Celere - Sahariano prototype
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A Captured L3/33 in North Africa 1940
This is the standard twin-machinegun configuration

lack of financial resources (money), tied

Abyssinia) gave the Italians easy victories

to a fragile economy which had to rely on

against weak and technologically inferior

the import of most of the natural resources

local forces.

required to make the economy function.
Money was needed to fund imports of

Starved of funds, the Italians followed the

resources, so a significant amount of

attractive but misleading path of building

production had to be sold to generate a flow

light armoured vehicles with thin armour,

of capital into the country. Resources in

which

the form of capital were required to enable

and smaller engines and only required

investment in infrastructure, research and

basic armament (machine guns or small

innovation and all of these areas suffered

guns). They had access to Carden-Loyd

from a lack of funds. In the political

light carriers and the two-man tanks of

sphere, the triumph of Fascism would only

the 1920’s which looked a worthwhile

exacerbate

and

proposition as did the Vickers light tanks,

led to ‘adventurism’, political and military

with these designs following the doctrine

actions which Italy barely had the resources

of infantry support and requiring only slow

to sustain. This adventurism would also

speed to keep up with infantry. So they

expose Italian leadership to misleading

were acquired and the first Italian armoured

successes in the use of light armoured

units used them in small numbers. From

vehicles in the colonial actions. The north

these imported examples they developed

and east African possessions (Libya and

native designs, which still incorporated

widespread

corruption

-26-

allowed

for

simple

suspension,

An example of the M13/40 Medium Tank

the drawbacks of the originals. The most

training and were determined to put up a

numerous pre-war vehicle was the L3/33

fight. But by now the Italian designs were

tankette, while newer light and medium

more or less fixed and the only changes

designs were entering service by the

were to be an expansion in production

beginning of WWII. Indeed by then the

quantities (even though the economy was

lighter series of tanks were still using a

already under considerable strain).

suspension system almost identical to that
used by the Carden carriers and suffering

The first battles of the desert war in late

speed restrictions as a result.

1940 saw the L3/33 and M13/40 engage
in combat with a modern professional

In the North African colonies these light

western army. These proved conclusively

vehicles were quite useful, and since they

that the tank design had failed, with lack

never met any effective opposition they

of armour, poor suspension, insufficient

were also successful. It was therefore

engine power and inadequate armament

assumed by the Italian leadership that

being no match for even outdated British

they would be equally good in actual war.

tanks.

Even though there were indications in

the poorly trained crews showed little

the Spanish Civil War that should have

real determination to fight and proper

caused this belief to be questioned. Here

leadership was absent, resulting in the

light armour and small guns were proving

wholesale destruction of Italy’s armoured

less effective against troops who had had

forces.
-27-

To

compound

these

problems

The L6/40 Light Tank desiigned to replace the earlier Tankette designs

poor suspension and a tiny gun continuing
Despite a brilliance in auto design, the

to describe Italian designs.

Italians somehow failed to carry it over to
armaments and tanks. The use of sloped

The armoured divisions and other tank

armour or welding was never explored and

formations suffered from equipment failings

suspensions systems were not investigated

and were also burdened with organisational

to any great extent. Armament was also

issues. The armoured formations were

problematic. While all countries started the

reasonably well-organised and primarily

war with small calibre guns, the Italians

intended to be used in support of infantry

found it very difficult to respond to the

assaults, but were also meant to act with

steady increase in gun calibre of tank

some independence. The difficulty was

armament that would continue throughout

the command and control of such a force,

the war and this highlighted a failure to

again lack of foresight and money meant

appreciate the developing doctrine of tank

there were insufficient radios supplied for

warfare and the role the tank needed to play

the running of a proper armoured tactical

in battle. A ‘replacement’ light tank (the

battle. The inevitable result was that the

L6/40) introduced early in the war showed

tactics used had to be stereotyped and

that the Italians were not evolving in their

rather rigid, thus the greatest advantage

AFV design, with thin armour, riveted hull,

associated with the use of armoured forces,

-28-

flexibility, was largely lost. To compound

well as incorporating better protection

this, maintenance was generally poor and

and firepower. Good tank design is always

the arrangements for recovering vehicle

a challenge of achieving the best balance

casualties were less than adequate which

between the competing needs of firepower,

led to very poor ready rates among tank

protection and mobility. The designers’

units. Nevertheless despite these problems

initial efforts began in June 1941 by

there were several occasions when the

creating a wooden mock-up on a M14/41

Italian tank units fought bravely and with
effect.

Left: The Prototype
Carro Armato M Celere
Sitting outside the workshop where it was
assembled at Fiat-Ansaldo
Note the driver’s vision hatch and use of
bolted armour plates

medium tank chassis, inclining the tank’s
armour plates to improve the protection in

The Sahariano

particular to create a tougher glacis plate
for the front of the vehicle. This armour

This tank, developed only to prototype

remained, like other contemporary Italian

stage, highlights important points about

tanks of the period, bolted rather than

where Italian tank design should have been

welded together and was still generally

heading. Its existence in 1943 actually
shows

where

Italy

should

have

thinner than tanks of other countries.

been

Bolted armour had already proven over

technologically in 1939/1940. So let’s look

and over again to be less effective than

at the Sahariano, how it came about and

welded plates. When struck by shells the

the positive and negative design features

bolts tended to shear off, breaking open the

it displayed.

plates and also leading to bolt fragments
becoming deadly projectiles within the

Development

tank. Welding significantly reduced these
problems but the Italians seemed to lack

In early 1941, the Italian Army requested

the equipment and skills to do this type

that Fiat and Ansaldo develop a low profile

of welding. The use of the older Carro

15 to 16 tonne tank to counter the faster

Armato M chassis also meant that the issue

and more heavily armed British tanks it

of providing more mobility was not being

faced in Libya. Fiat-Ansaldo were expected

seriously addressed. Both the suspension

to improve the speed and cross-country

and power plant were inadequate for

travel capabilities in this new design as
-29-

Royal Italian Army

Sahariano M16/43
-30-

Modified low-profile
M13/41 Turret with
47mm anti-tank gun
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Large road wheels and slack track are evidence of Christie suspension. The large road wheels are
clearly illustrated in the above image, while the slack track is hidden behind the side skirt. This side
view also highlights the strong similarity with the Crusader design.

providing a faster cross-country capability.
Further effort was needed to address the

By incorporating many features from the

military’s requirements.

BT-5 and Crusader the Italians created a
design which had great potential and they

Inspirations

even managed to add features. The result
was a design that looked very similar to

Italian designers had two vehicles which

their British counterparts but with a notably

could provide inspiration for satisfying

lower design profile, aimed at making the

the demands of the military. The Italians

tank easier to conceal and more difficult to

already had a Soviet BT-5 fast tank which

hit. Weight and therefore armour were still

they had captured during the Spanish Civil

an issue, while the Italians incorporated

War (1938/9?) plus captured examples

sloped armour where ever possible and

of the British tank the military wished to

achieved

emulate such as the Crusader (1940/1).

16 tonnes meant that plate maximum

Both designs featured Christie suspension

thickness was only 30mm compared to

systems, a more robust and faster system

almost 50mm on the Crusader that weighed

than the leaf spring bogies used in previous

in at 20 tonnes. Many different engines

Italian tank designs. Plus these designs

were tried in the chassis, with the Italians

featured much more powerful engines

settling on a petrol-fuelled aircraft engine.

based on aero engines not automobile

This was a Fiat-SPA in-line 12 cylinder aero

engines as used in current Italian tanks.

engine which was de-rated to develop 275

Add

the

horse power (the most powerful engine

Crusader provided the basis for a far more

used in a tank by Italy before this was

advantageous profile to be developed for

125hp 8 - cylinder diesel). An elongated

the Sahariano.

M14/41 turret housing a 47mm 47/40

to

this

the

layout/shape

of

a

good

glacis

plate

design.

L40 was tested on the Sahariano tank and
Prototype

would also be used by the M15/42 medium
-32-

This workshop image provides another view of the Christie inspired “swift” suspension
which would provide the Sahariano with high cross-country performance

the Carro Armato P26/40 heavy tank; the

tank and this helped to give the tank its

strain of introducing a new tank model

low profile. There were however, plans to

on an already weakened Italian industrial

later fit a 75 mm gun on the production

base; the potential of license production

model of the Sahariano tank as well, and

(purchase of design) of foreign tanks; and,

this seems to have been a slightly modified

most decisively, Italy’s loss of its Libyan

version of the turret that was also fitted to

colony and the seeming end of a need for

the P26/40. The tank was the first Italian

a fast tank.

vehicle to feature a modified Christie
suspension

system,

and

this

provided

Assessment

a more robust suspension system and
contributed to the tank achieving good

The Sahariano is particularly noteworthy

cross-country speeds. The tank however

for showing Italian design potential. A far

still had bolted armour and the use of a

better tank than the production version

large driver hatch in the front glacis plate

Carro

was outdated and weakened the plate’s

Armato

M,

this

tank

would’ve

definitely been a problem for the allies.

effectiveness (many tanks were adopting a
solid glacis with driver’s periscope).

As mentioned earlier the Italians faced

Demise

and effective tank designs. It is clear that

Several factors contributed to the project’s

crippled the ability of Italy to create AFV

significant obstacles in developing sound
lack of money, leadership and imagination
weapon systems although the Sahariano

demise: the concurrent development of

showed what might have been possible
-33-

A factory fresh Carro Armato P40 Heavy Tank
Note the bolted armour, leaf spring suspension and 75mm gun.

under different circumstances.

development of the former. Most effort
went into firepower and protection over

In the following section I give a short

mobility, with heavier armour all round

summary the tank the Italians actually

(up to 50mm) and a far better main

took into production; the Carro Armato

armament. The suspension was basically

P40, which gained the lion’s share of

a strengthened version of the M13/40

development and production resources in

medium tank. It is interesting to note that

Italy during the war; and the two tanks

while this was classed as a heavy tank by

that inspired the Sahariano design, the

Italy most countries would have considered

Crusader II and the Soviet BT-5 which

this a medium tank by weight and armour.

influenced fast tank design throughout the

While adopted for use in 1940 development

world.

was so protracted that few had been built
by the time Italy signed the armistice with

Carro Armato P Heavy Tank

the Allies in September 1943 and the few
produced afterwards were used by the

The P26/40 was an Italian World War II

Germans.

heavy tank. It was armed with a 75 mm
gun and an 8 mm Breda machine gun,

A15 Cruiser Tank Mk. VI, Crusader I, II, III

plus another optional machine gun in an
anti-aircraft mount. The design featured

The Crusader was one of the primary

many similarities to Carro Armato M class

British cruiser tanks of the early part of the

medium tanks with all their faults and in

Second World War and perhaps the most

most respects the P26/40 was simply a

important British tank of the North African
-34-

Sahariano

Crusader II

BT-5

A comparison of the Sahariano with the two tanks that
inspired its design
-35-

The A15 Cruiser Mk. VI Crusader II which functioned as one of the main British
combat tanks in North Africa during 1941 and early 1942

Campaign. The A-15 Cruiser series placed

“fast moving tank” or “high-speed tank”

mobility ahead of protection and fire power

were a series of Soviet light tanks produced

(in that order). The Crusader’s mobility

in large numbers between 1932 and 1941.

made it a favourite of British tank crews

They were lightly armoured, but reasonably

and once upgraded with the Ordnance

well-armed for their time, and had the best

QF 6 pounder main gun (it initially had

mobility of all contemporary tanks of the

a QF 2 pounder main gun) it was more

world. The BT-5 featured a 45mm anti-

than a match for the early Axis (German

tank gun and used a Russian development

and Italian) tanks it faced in combat.

of the Christie suspension system, so this

Retained in service because of delays

tank placed mobility and firepower before

with its replacement, by late 1942 the

protection. The direct successor of the BT

lack of armament upgrade combined with

tanks would be the famous T-34 medium

the presence of Tiger I Tanks among the

tank, introduced in 1940, which would

Afrika Korps and reliability problems due

replace all of the Soviet fast tanks, infantry

to the harsh desert conditions, led to the

tanks, and medium tanks in service.

Crusader being replaced in the main line
of battle by US-supplied M3 Grant and M4
Sherman medium tanks.

Terminology explained:

BT Fast Tank Series BT-5

Glacis Plate

The BT tanks Bystrokhodny tank, literally

The term glacis plate describes the sloped
-36-

The Soviet BT-5 Fast light Tank, displaying the classic large road wheels and slack track associate
with Christie suspension. This vehicle, along with its successor the BT-7, would be the mainstay of
Soviet tank forces at the beginning of the second world war.

front-most section of the hull of a tank

angle other than 90° has to move through

or other armoured fighting vehicle, often

a greater thickness of armour, compared

composed of upper and lower halves. In a

to hitting the same plate at a right-angle.

head-on-head armoured engagement, the

In the latter case only the plate thickness

glacis plate is the largest and most obvious

(the normal to the surface of the armour)

target available to an enemy gunner. As

has to be pierced; increasing the armour

a result, it is generally the thickest, most

slope improves, for a given plate thickness,

robust armoured section of a tank, followed

the armour’s level of protection at the

by the turret face and gun mantlet (the

point of impact by increasing the thickness

thick, protective steel frontal shield, usually

measured in the horizontal plane, the angle

able to elevate and depress, which houses

of attack of the projectile. For example, a

the main gun on an armoured tank).

round aimed at 4” of plate steel set on a
45-degree angle will have to pass through

Principle of Sloped Armour

5.67” of material to penetrate, increasing
effective thickness of the armour by 41.5

Sloped armour is armour that is neither in

percent.

a vertical nor a horizontal position. Such
“angled” armour is often mounted on

Also sloped armour is a more efficient

tanks and other armoured fighting vehicles

envelopment of a certain vehicle volume

(AFVs). Sloping an armour plate makes it

by armour. In general, more rounded

harder to penetrate for anti-tank weapons,

forms have a lesser surface relative to

such as armour-piercing shells (kinetic

their volume. As in an armoured vehicle

energy penetrators) and rockets, if they

that surface has to be covered by heavy

take a more or less horizontal path to their

armour, a more efficient form can lead to

target, as is often the case. The better

a substantial weight reduction or a thicker

protection is caused by three main effects.

armour for the same weight. Sloping the

Firstly, a projectile hitting a plate at an

armour can lead to a better approximation
-37-

of an ideal rounded form.

performance due to limited suspension
capability. The major problem he faced

The final effect is that of deflection,

was the limited vertical space for springs

deforming and ricochet of a projectile.

to move in: for a 25cm movement it might

When it hits a plate under a steep angle, its

need 50 or 75cm of vertical space for the

path might be curved, causing it to move

spring and strut, and his small designs did

through more armour – or it might bounce

not offer such space.

off entirely. Also it can be bent, reducing
its penetration. However, these effects

In the late 1920s Christie devised a better

are strongly dependent on the precise

solution. This solution was the addition of

armour materials used and the qualities

a bell crank, which changed the direction

of the projectile hitting it. Shaped charge

of motion from vertical to horizontal. The

warheads may fail to penetrate and even

road wheels were individually mounted on

detonate when striking armour at a highly

a pipe that could move vertically only, at

oblique angle.

the top of which the bell crank rotated the
direction of motion to the rear. Springs were

The sharpest angles are usually seen on

mounted on the end of the crank, and could

the frontal glacis plate, both as it is the hull

be as long as needed, lying along the inside

side most likely to be hit and because there

of the hull. The result was a substantial

is more room to slope in the longitudinal

increase in range of motion, from only

direction of a vehicle.

some 10cm in his original designs, to 25cm
on the M1928, 35cm on the M1930, and

Christie Suspension

60cm on the M1932.

The Christie suspension is a suspension

The most famous Christie-based tanks, the

system developed by American engineer

Soviet BT tank series and the T-34, used

J. Walter Christie for his tank designs. It

coil springs mounted vertically (on the

allowed

movement

BT) or at a slight angle from vertical (the

than conventional leaf spring systems then

T-34). As with many track designs with

in common use, which allowed his tanks to

centre guide teeth, dual wheels were used,

have considerably greater cross-country

allowing the guide teeth to run between

speed. The system was first introduced on

them.

considerably

longer

his M1928 design, and used on all of his
designs until his death in 1944.

Because large road wheels and “slack
track” are characteristic of the Christie

Christie advocated the use of lightweight

suspension,

other

designs

with

these

tanks with long range and high speed,

features are sometimes misidentified as

designed to penetrate enemy lines and

such. The real Christie suspension was used

attack their infrastructure and logistics

only on a few designs, notably the Soviet

capabilities.

BT tanks and T-34, the British Cruiser tanks,
including the A13’s: Cruiser Mk III, Cruiser

His earlier designs in the 1920s were

Mk IV, Covenanter, Crusader, Cromwell and

hampered

the Comet, as well as some experimental

by

poor

cross-country
-38-

Polish and Italian designs.

Naming Conventions

Further Reading
Mikhail Baryatinskiy, Light Tanks T-27,
T-38, BT, T-26, T-40, T-50, T-60, T-70
(Russian Armour), Ian Allan Publishing,
2006.
David

Fletcher,

Crusader

Cruiser

A note on Italian naming conventions for

Tank

their AFV’s. Italian AFV’s seem to have had

1939-45, Osprey, 1995.

a longer descriptive design name and when
they entered service they were generally

P. M. Knight, A15 Cruiser Mk.Vi Crusader
Tank A Technical History, Lulu, 2015.

known by a model number (with of course

Pier

Carro Armato = tank

Battistelli,

Italian

Medium

one exception).

Tanks:

Carro Veloce = wagon fast (tankette)

1939-45, Osprey, 2012.

L = leggero = light
Nicola Pignato, Italian Medium Tanks in

M = medio = medium

action - Armor No. 39, Squadron/Signal

P = pesante = heavy

Publications, 2001.

The model number comprised class (L/M/P)
actual weight in tonnes plus year production

Filippo Cappellano, Italian Light Tanks:

commenced.

1919-45, Osprey, 2012.

Thus:

Support History Bytez

Carro Veloce CV33 tankette (wagon fast tankette) Model: L3/33
Carro Armato L6/40 (tank

light)

Model:

L6/40
Carro Armato M (tank medium) Model:
M13/40
Carro Armato P40 (tank heavy) Model:
P26/40
The Sahariano (meaning Saharan) also
added the description Celere (swift) and
probably would have received the following
model designation Carro Armato M Celere Sahariano (tank

Buy Light Tanks T-27, T-38, BT, T-26, T-40,
T-50, T-60, T-70 by Mikail Baryatinskiy from
Amazon by clicking on the image above

medium swift Saharan) Model: M16/43
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The Proud Tower, the Pulitzer Prizewinning The Guns of August, and The
In 49 B.C., the seven hundred and fifth year

Zimmerman Telegram comprise Barbara

since the founding of Rome, Julius Caesar

W. Tuchman’s classic histories of the First

crossed a small border river called the

World War era

Rubicon and plunged Rome into cataclysmic
civil war. Tom Holland’s enthralling account

During the fateful quarter century leading

tells the story of Caesar’s generation,

up to World War I, the climax of a century

witness to the twilight of the Republic and

of

its bloody transformation into an empire.

privileged few enjoyed Olympian luxury as

From Cicero, Spartacus, and Brutus, to

the underclass was “heaving in its pain, its

Cleopatra, Virgil, and Augustus, here are

power, and its hate.” In The Proud Tower,

some of the most legendary figures in history

Barbara W. Tuchman brings the era to

brought thrillingly to life. Combining verve

vivid life: the decline of the Edwardian

and freshness with scrupulous scholarship,

aristocracy; the Anarchists of Europe and

Rubicon is not only an engrossing history

America; Germany and its self-depicted

of this pivotal era but a uniquely resonant

hero, Richard Strauss; Diaghilev’s Russian

portrait of a great civilization in all its

ballet and Stravinsky’s music; the Dreyfus

extremes

Affair;

of

self-sacrifice

and

rivalry,

rapid,

the

unprecedented

Peace

change,

Conferences

in

a

The

decadence and catastrophe, intrigue, war,

Hague; and the enthusiasm and tragedy of

and world-shaking ambition.

Socialism, epitomized by the assassination
of Jean Jaurès on the night the Great War
began and an epoch came to a close.
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provide insight into Egypt’s expanding
relations with foreign lands and the themes
of Middle Kingdom literature. More than
250 objects from major collections around
the world are sumptuously illustrated,
many with new photography undertaken
specifically

for

this

catalogue.

This

fascinating publication is a much-needed
contribution

to

understanding

ancient

Egypt’s art and culture, and shows how
the Middle Kingdom served as the bridge
between the monumentality of the pre
vious centuries and the opulent splendor
of later years.

Ancient

Egypt

Transformed:

The

Middle Kingdom
The Middle Kingdom (ca. 2030–1700 B.C.),
the second great era of ancient Egyptian
culture, was a transformational period
during which the artistic conventions,
cultural
and

principles,

political

earlier

religious

systems

dynasties

were

beliefs,

formed

during

developed

and

reimagined. This comprehensive volume
presents a detailed picture of the art and
culture of the Middle Kingdom, arguably
the least known of Egypt’s three kingdoms
yet a time of remarkable prosperity and
unprecedented

change.

International

specialists present new insights into how
Middle Kingdom artists refined existing
forms and iconography to make strikingly
original architecture, statuary, tomb and

The Maya has long been established as

temple relief decoration, and stele.

the best, most readable introduction to the
New World’s greatest ancient civilization.

Thematic sections explore art produced

Coe and Houston update this classic by

for different strata of Egyptian society,

distilling the latest scholarship for the

including the pharaoh, royal women, the

general reader and student.

elite, and the family, while other chapters
-43-
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Coins as evidence: Nerva - R
Obverse

Obverse Legend
IMPNERVACAESAVGPMTRPCOSIIIPP
IMP - Imperator
NERVA - Nerva
CAES - Caesar
AVG - Augustus
PM - Pontifex Maximus
TRP - Tribunician Potestas
COS III - Consul 3 times
PP - Pater Patriae
		

Obverse Device: Laureate Head facing right
-46-

RIC 14
Reverse

Reverse Inscription
CONCORDIAEXERCITVVM
CONCORDIA - Harmony
EXERCITVVM - Army
Reverse Design: two hands shaking

This coin highlights the importance of the military to the position of the emperor. The emperor
Nerva who is responsible for the minting of this coin had come from a senatorial background
and was not related to any of the previous emperors. He was elevated, after the assassination
of Domitian, by the Senate without reference to the army.
Although Domitian had not been popular with the vast majority of Romans he appears to have

-47-

Livioandronico2013 Licensed under CC BY-SA 4.0 via Commons

been very popular with the army. Nerva’s

four emperors when they had elevated

appointment and, at least initial refusal

Domitian’s

to punish those responsible for Domitian’s

principate at the end of the civil war. So

death, was not at all popular with the

Nerva was soon put under pressure by the

military, and likely led some to believe that

military, lacking their support it became

he was involved in the former emperor’s

clear that his principate would not last long

assassination.

without fixing this issue.

With the exception of Galba, Nerva was

To make matters worse for the new emperor

the oldest man to become emperor, and it

he was not a military man, his record

seems likely that many in the Senate felt

included no military experience, which

that Nerva’s reign might be the first step in

did not help him in the eyes of the army,

a return to the republic.

and meant that he didn’t have the support

father

Vespasian

to

the

of troops loyal to him. Which led to a
The army had realised how much power
it

had

in

determining

who

ruled

precarious position for Nerva.

the

Empire during the event of the years of

Additionally, viable alternatives that the
-48-

military could justify supporting existed.

in AD 97 but before his fourth in AD 98.

Domitian’s wife still lived and, perhaps

Corresponding with the events described.

more importantly, the two young boys he
was grooming to inherit the principate also

Unfortunately Nerva’s reign wasn’t to last

survived. Domitianus and Vespasianus were

much longer anyway with the emperor

both quite young, still in their early teens,

dying of natural causes in January AD 98.

but Nero had acceded as a teenager as well
so this didn’t need to be a hinderance.
The praetorian guard who were tasked with
keeping Nerva alive were not happy with
what had happened to Domitian. Military
unrest peaked in the middle of AD 97,
when the praetorian guard broke into open
revolt. Nerva would have been well aware
that without drastic action his principate
was over.
In October the praetorian guard led by
Casperius Aelianus attacked the imperial
palace and took Nerva hostage, he was
forced to deal with Domitian’s assassins and

Support History Bytez

then made to thank the rebels. Whatever
authority Nerva had as emperor was gone.
Nerva had little choice but to find a successor
who would bring sufficient authority with
him to quell the growing unrest and restore
authority to the principate. In all reality he
probably had very few viable options. Nerva
chose Trajan, who would become the first
emperor who was born in the provinces.
Trajan had the military experience and
reputation, as well as consular background
to quickly bring Rome’s army back on side.
So Nerva adopted Trajan in September 97
AD.
This coin celebrates the restoration of peace

Buy Nerva and the Roman Succession Crisis of AD
96-99 by John D. Grainger from Amazon by clicking
on the image above

and harmony with the military brought
about by Trajan’s adoption. It was minted
during Nerva’s third consulship (COS III)
-49-

The B

“Karnak Tempel 15” by Olaf Tausch Licensed under CC BY 3.0 via Commons
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Battle of Megiddo
Dr Michael ‘Maxx’ Schmitz

In the 15th century BC the young pharoah
Thutmose III led an Egyptian army against
a coalition of Canaanite vassal states.
There is debate about the exact year of
the Battle of Megiddo, with 3 common
suggestions being 1457, 1479 and 1482
BC. This battle is particularly important as
it is considered the first battle to have been
recorded by eyewitnesses and as such is
the first battle recorded with any level of
acceptable detail.
Our source for this battle, as is often the
case, comes from the victor’s account.
Thutmose III had ordered that the war be
recorded, to that end he was accompanied
on campaign by a personal scribe. The
scribe, Tjaneni, kept a daily journal whilst
on campaign and this journal formed the
basis of the depictions in the Hall of Annals
in the Temple of Amun-Re at Karnak,
Image opposite:
Relief from the Temple of Karnak depicting the
pharoah Thutmose III killing captive Canaanites
from the battle of Megiddo
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What a fully fortified Megiddo may have looked like

Thebes which illustrate the pharoah’s 14

Finally as this was to be Thutmose’s first

campaigns in the Levant.

war as sole pharaoh, after his mother
Hatshepsut had died some 6 months

The battle of Megiddo was important for

before the army’s departure from Egypt to

more reasons than the fact that it was

deal with the uprising, it was an important

recorded by an eyewitness. The Egyptians

way for him to be able to symbolise his

were losing control of their empire and

authority.

the battle was a result of the Egyptians
needing to quell the rebellion by the local

Although

some

Palestinian city-states who had broken

Palestine

had

away from Egyptian dominion with the

regions

support of Kadesh. In order for Egypt to

Egyptians. Importantly two of the regions

control Kadesh Thutmose needed to control

that remained loyal, likely as a result of

Megiddo.

strategically

the military garrisons the Egyptians had

important location: not only was it where

stationed there, were Gaza and Yehem

the prince of Kadesh was located but the

which provided access for the pharoah’s

town itself oversaw and thereby controlled

forces into the regions controlled by the

trade routes both to the East and North.

rebels.

Megiddo

was

a

Opposite: Regional map showing Tutmose’s route
from Egypt to Megiddo

had

of

the

rebelled,
remained

city-states

in

some

notable

loyal

to

the

Interestingly, the coming war was no secret
to either side. Those who had rebelled from
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Ruins of Megiddo

Egyptian rule knew the pharaoh would be

troops primarily made up of chariots and

coming with a large military force to try

foot

and return them to his control, they knew

scholars would argue that even the figure

that he would most likely leave Egypt after

of 10,000 is too high. The King of Kadesh

the main grain crops had been harvested,

had also raised a significant army, possibly

about April, allowing him to muster a

numbering between 10,000 and 15,000

sizable army, and they knew that he would

Canaanites which he stationed in the

travel through Gaza and onto Megiddo in

fortified city of Megiddo.

soldiers,

although

some

modern

order to put down the rebellion. So there
were to be very few surprises for Egypt’s

The Egyptian forces departed Egypt from

enemies.

Sile, as was expected, in April and marched
to Yehem at an average daily pace of

The Egyptians took some time to prepare

approximately

for the coming war, preparing supplies,

mention of the Egyptian army stopping at

equipment and mustering soldiers. Many

any of the friendly towns or cities between

of these preparations must have been

Gaza and Yehem. Yehem was a small city

begun before Hatshepsut’s death while

located just before a chain of hills west of

she was still-ruling alongside Thutmose.

Megiddo and was used by Thutmose as

It is likely that Thutmose assembled an

the final staging post before entering the

army

Aruna Pass.

of

between

10,000

and

20,000
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20km/day.

There

is

no

Canaanite infantry
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Map showing Megiddo and Canaanite force placement
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Canaanite infantry

The Egyptian war chariot probably originated in
Mesopotamia in the third millennium BC, The
chariot was heavily terrain dependent
as it could easily be overturned or
break on rocky terrain due
to its lack of suspension.

When the chariot was not being used, the
wheels had to be removed otherwise the
weight of the chariot would deform them
which is why chariots found in tombs
have the wheels removed

The Egyptians made some improvements
to chariot design by making it lighter,
moving the axle to position the driver closer
to the axle. The Egyptians also covered
parts of the axle with metal to reduce
friction and strengthen the axle.

even though it was deemed to be more
dangerous than the alternatives available
to Thutmose. Luckily for Thutmose, the
King of Kadesh had stationed large forces
to protect both of the easier approaches to
Megiddo leaving the Aruna Pass unguarded
because he thought it highly unlikely to be
the passage utilised by the Egyptian forces.
Thutmose was therefore able to get his
forces into the Aruna plain and to the
banks of the Quina Brook unmolested. At
the brook the Egyptians were able to rest,
and water themselves and their horses.
This is where matters become somewhat
confused.

Apparently

the

Canaanite

infantry had been posted to cover the two
other passages and as such were not at
Megiddo when the pharaoh arrived, but
they clearly took part in the battle. It needs
to be remembered that the area we are

Tutmose III

examining was not a particularly large one
and the infantry could easily have marched
back but this suggests that the pharaoh

In one of the few unforeseen acts in

allowed them to do so unhindered, which

this war the pharaoh chose to travel by

only makes sense if we assume that the

the most direct, and quickest, route to

Egyptians wanted to face the Canaanites in

Megiddo through the narrow Aruna Pass

New Kingdom era Khopesh
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a set piece battle, or they were concerned

22,500 sheep, and the royal armor, chariot

about the possibility of being flanked.

and tent-poles of the King of Megiddo. The
victory at Megiddo allowed Tutmose III to

In either case the morning after his arrival

restore control in the region and marked

Thutmose attacked the Canaanite forces

the beginning of the Egyptian conquest of

which included the infantry and chariots

the Levant.

which had now been stationed very near
the city walls and had the advantage of
higher ground. The pharaoh, who led the

Further Reading

battle from the middle of his forces had
his troops arrayed in a concave formation
utilising three wings. The Canaanites were

Anthony J. Spalinger, War in Ancient Egypt,

quickly routed due to the bold nature of the
attack.

Blackwell, 2005.

However, lack of discipline in the pharoah’s

Mark Healy, New Kingdom Egypt, Osprey,
1992.

ranks allowed many of the Canaanites to
escape back into the fortified city, when

Toby Wilkinson, The Rise and Fall of Ancient

instead of following and completely routing

Egypt, Random House, 2013.

the fleeing enemy the Egyptians stopped
to pillage the Canaanite camp, leading to a
prolonged siege.

Support History Bytez

The Egyptians constructed a moat and a
wooden palisade to besiege Megiddo and
maintained the siege for seven months.
During this time the King of Kadesh was
able to escape but the town was eventually
forced to surrender. The city and citizens
were spared by the pharaoh who through
this, and some associated victories, was
able to take direct economic control of
the region, with one figure suggesting
the value of Megiddo’s wheat harvest to
annually total almost 4 Million (dry) litres
of wheat. To contextualise this figure a
man working on the royal tombs would be
paid approximately 300 litres a month to
support his family.

Buy War in Ancient Egypt by Anthony J. Spalinger
from Amazon by clicking on the image above

Other spoils included 340 prisoners, 2,041
mares, 191 foals, 6 stallions, 924 chariots,
200 suits of armor, 502 bows, 1,929 cattle,
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Retro Recipes:
Roman Tuna Steaks

This was a very simple recipe taking about

Ingredients:

5 - 10 minutes to prepare and about 10
minutes to cook.

2 Tuna Steaks
9 tablespoons Olive Oil

Just about anyone could pull this one off,

3 tablespoons Vinegar

with the most difficult part being to ensure

25 grams of Mint

you don’t overcook the tuna, which should

4 shallots

still be a bit pink in the middle. Even that

1 teaspoon freshly ground pepper

wasn’t too difficult to achieve because you
can see the colour of the tuna change on

1 teaspoon celery seed

the side during cooking.

2 tablespoons of fish sauce
(replacing the original Garum)

All the ingredients for this recipe were easy
to come by, I was able to get everything
I needed from one shopping centre in a

Serves 2

single trip.

Serve with Fresh Salad and Greens
This turned out to be absolutely delicious,
and I highly recommend this recipe.
-60-

3

This recipe is an adaptation of a recipe from
the Roman Apicius. Apicius was alive during

tuna steaks on both sides, season with salt

the reign of the Emperor Tiberius (d. AD

and pepper as desired.

37). His recipes, if they can be called that,

4 Place the tuna steaks on a hot BBQ (or in

are essentially a list of ingredients without
quantities and need to be interpreted.

a hot fry pan)

Another version of the recipe replaces

5

the celery seeds with the more difficult to
acquire lovage seeds.

Cook on one side until the colour has

changed in about a third of the steak then
turn over.

Preparation

6 Brush the roasted side with the

1 Finely chop the shallots, rough chop the

vinaigrette, and cook the other side for

mint.

2

With a little extra olive oil brush the

about the same time.

7

Mix the oil, vinegar, pepper and celery

seed with the mint and shallots.

Serve the tuna steaks covered with the

remaining vinaigrette, and a fresh salad
and some green vegetables.

That’s it for the vinaigrette!
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Reviews
U-2 spy plane pilot Francis Gary Powers in
Berlin. This movie harks back to the classic
Hollywood Cold War espionage thrillers of
the 60’s and 70’s and has not a little touch
of le Carre ‘Tinker Tailor-ishness’. This is not
an action movie by any means and yet it is
awash with tension and edginess. This movie
only reinforces just how outstanding Steven
Spielberg is when he has a great script and
story and Tom Hanks ...’the force is strong
in this one’ ... oops wrong franchise ... gives
another excellent performance.
Rod

Bridge of Spies
Director:

Steven Spielberg

Written: Matt Charman, Ethan Cohen, Joel
Cohen
Starring:

Tom Hanks, Mark Rylance, Amy

Ryan, Alan Alda
Well written, superbly directed by Spielberg
with Hanks at his best .... what more can
you ask for. This historical drama/thriller
is based around Cold War events from the
early sixties when tensions between the
Soviets and US were at their height. It
sees American lawyer James B. Donovan
(Hanks) co-opted, first to defend a Soviet
KGB spy Rudolf Abel (Rylance) arrested in
the US, then later convinced to undertake
a ‘back door’ negotiation for the release of
-62-

of the Civil War, their history and more
importantly the ongoing controversy over
the veracity of claims made by them or for
them. This small group of men and women
have become part of the fabric of Civil War
history because of our society’s interest in
creating stories around special events and
anniversaries.
This is a good, interesting read and I found
the topic fascinating and engaging. I also
like the fact that Hill is after the whole truth,
as far as available resources can provide.
As he notes, too often “historical” research
(or that which purports itself to be) is more
about finding evidence that supports a point
of view and goes no further, or worse still,
ignores “unhelpful” (contradictory) evidence
or seeks to dismiss it.
Rod

America’s Last Civil War Veterans and
Participants: An Investigation
Garry Victor Hill
My college Maxx said to me, “Rod could you
read this book by a local historian about
an aspect of the American Civil War ... I
know your interested in the Civil War as a
topic.” “Sure” I said. Now I’ve had a long
-standing interest in American culture and
history so this wasn’t going to be a stretch
for me, what I found was interesting and a
fascinating aspect of Civil War history that I
admit I haven’t considered.
Hill’s book focuses on (as it says in the title)
the last surviving “veterans and participants”
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advance the current debate and bring it to
a broader audience of ancient historians,
classicists, archaeologists, and general
readers.
After explaining the historical context
and significance of the hoplite question,
the book assesses and pushes forward
the debate over the traditional hoplite
narrative and demonstrates why it is at a
crucial turning point. Instead of reaching
a

consensus,

the

contributors

have

sharpened their differences, providing new
evidence, explanations, and theories about
the origin, nature, strategy, and tactics of
the hoplite phalanx and its effect on Greek
culture and the rise of the polis.

Men of Bronze takes up one of the most
important and fiercely debated subjects
in ancient history and classics: how did
archaic Greek hoplites fight, and what role,
if any, did hoplite warfare play in shaping
the Greek polis? In the nineteenth century,
George Grote argued that the phalanx
battle formation of the hoplite farmer
citizen-soldier was the driving force behind
a

revolution

in

Greek

social,

political,

and cultural institutions. Throughout the
twentieth century scholars developed and
refined this grand hoplite narrative with the
help of archaeology. But over the past thirty
years scholars have criticized nearly every

This book explores all the magic and

major tenet of this orthodoxy. Indeed,

mysteries of ancient Egypt that continue

the

many

to fascinate us, in over 500 pages of full-

specialists that the evidence demands a

colour photographs and comprehensive

new interpretation of the hoplite narrative

text. It covers everything from architecture,

and a rewriting of early Greek history.

sculpture and painting to everyday life,

Men of Bronze gathers leading scholars to

statecraft, society, and religion.

revisionists

have

persuaded
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Come and visit the
website for daily
news stories about the
past
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Coming Soon
from the History Bytez team

Online History Courses
Our first course due for release soon:

Numismatics: An Introduction to the coins
of the Early Roman Empire

Future courses:

The Roman Emperors
Terrorism in the Ancient World
The Crusades
Roman Warfare
Stay-up-to-date with release dates
Sign-up

or follow us on Facebook
Courses are currently under development by educators
with experience in teaching distance students in an
online environment. We are planning to bring you the
highest quality online courses at low cost.

